The strongly coupled vacua of an N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory can be described by imposing quantization conditions on the periods of the gauge theory resolvent, or equivalently by imposing factorization conditions on the associated N = 2 Seiberg-Witten curve (the so-called strong-coupling approach). We show that these conditions are equivalent to the existence of certain relations in the chiral ring, which themselves follow from the fact that the gauge group has a finite rank. This provides a conceptually very simple explanation of why and how the strongly coupled physics of N = 1 theories, including fractional instanton effects, chiral symmetry breaking and confinement, can be derived from purely semi-classical calculations involving instantons only.
Introduction
When a four dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory is deformed into an N = 1 theory, many interesting strong coupling effects are expected to occur, like confinement, chiral symmetry breaking and the creation of a mass gap. Whereas the solution of the parent N = 2 theory is governed by semi-classical instanton effects [1] , most vacua of the corresponding N = 1 theory are strongly coupled and cannot be described in semi-classical terms. For example, chiral observables vacuum expectation values are typically given by fractional instanton series (that is to say, series for which the expansion parameter is a fractional power of the usual instanton factor).
Yet, it has been known for a long time that a very simple and consistent description of the strongly coupled N = 1 vacua could be given in terms of the underlying N = 2 theory [1] . This so-called "strong coupling" approach is based on the fact that at low energy, the parent N = 2 theory is governed by a free abelian gauge theory. Assuming that the N = 1 theory creates a mass gap, the N = 2 moduli must be frozen at the singularities of the N = 2 moduli space when the N = 1 deformation is turned on. This is so because the only way a free abelian gauge theory can have a mass gap is through the usual Higgs mechanism, and this mechanism can only occur when charged fields, that are only present at the singularities, condense. This strong coupling procedure then implies confinement and chiral symmetry breaking [1] , and, when combined with the generalized Konishi anomaly equations [2] , essentially fixes all the correlators of chiral operators in the theory.
A second, equivalent description of N = 1 theories can be given in the context of the gauge theory/matrix model correspondence [3, 4] . This is an elegant approach that allows to derive most of the known exact results in the field, including the Seiberg-Witten solution of N = 2 super Yang-Mills [1, 5] , and many non-perturbative effects on the space of vacua of N = 1 theories [6, 7, 8, 9] . On the matrix model side of the correspondence, the most general solution depends on a set of parameters, the filling fractions, that can be chosen arbitrarily. On the gauge theory side, however, these filling fractions correspond to the gluino condensates S I , and thus must be fixed, nonperturbative functions of the parameters (couplings in the tree-level superpotential and dynamically generated scale or gauge coupling constant).
Understanding the basic principles that fix the filling fractions S I in the gauge theory is a major challenge. The original conjecture was that the filling fractions are determined by extremizing a certain superpotential, the so-called Dijkgraaf-Vafa glueball superpotential W DV (S I ),
This proposal is well motivated by using the gauge/string correspondence (in the dual string formulation, the Dijkgraaf-Vafa superpotential is a flux superpotential [10] ), but is difficult to understand from the field theory point of view. The equations (1.1) look like complicated dynamical constraints, consistently with the idea that a field theoretic proof would involve a deep understanding of the non-perturbative gauge dynamics [2] . Actually, we are going to show that a conceptually simple justification can be found.
A very nice property of the equations (1.1), pointed out in [9] , is that they are mathematically equivalent to a set of quantization conditions for the periods of the one-form Rdz, where R is the gauge theory resolvent defined by
The adjoint chiral superfield X in the above formula is the superpartner of the vector superfield in the N = 2 theory. A short proof of this statement is given for example in [11] . More precisely, the generalized Konishi anomaly equations [2] imply that Rdz is a meromorphic differential on a certain hyperelliptic curve C. If we write down the equation for C in the form
and define the contours as in Figure 1 , the quantization conditions read 1
The quantization conditions (1.5) might seem obvious, because 1 2iπ α I R dz may be interpreted as giving the number of eigenvalues of the matrix X in the cut [a − I , a + I ]. However, as we explain in the next Section, (1.5) is non-trivial from a fully nonperturbative point of view. Actually, both the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5) appear on an equal footing in the arguments that we present in this paper.
So we have two simple, elegant and physically well-motivated procedures to derive the solution of N = 1 gauge theories that are deformations of parent N = 2 gauge theories. It is known that these procedures are mathematically equivalent. Naively, it is a priori very difficult to justify these approaches from first principles. This might seem inevitable, since they are at the basis of the derivation of strongly coupled effects that cannot be described in semi-classical terms.
The main result of the present work is to provide an extremely simple argument, from first principles, proving directly the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5), or equivalently the validity of the strong coupling approach. The main idea of the proof is to concentrate on relations in the chiral ring that must exist because the gauge group is of finite rank. The existence of these relations is a basic difference with the associated matrix model, for which the size of the matrix is infinite. The main point is that the conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are simply equivalent to a particular form of the constraints. Since the constraints are operator relations, they must remain true in all the vacua of the deformed N = 1 theory if they are established in the N = 2 limit. This is possible if and only if (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied in all the N = 1 vacua, or equivalently if and only if the N = 1 vacua are described by the usual factorized Seiberg-Witten curves.
We give full details in the case of the N = 2 U(N) theory deformed by a superpotential term tr W tree (X), including when N f ≤ 2N flavors of quarks are included. However, our arguments are completely general. The same ideas actually apply as well to N = 1 theories that are not necessarily deformations of N = 2 theories. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the constraints in the chiral ring that follow from the finiteness of the number of colors N. These constraints are at the basis of the main argument that is explained in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we present some open problems and discuss the relations of the present work with [11] .
A note on notations: in the following, we consider expectation values of chiral operators O in various vacua. The symbol O is used when we do not need to specify a particular vacuum, typically in expressions that are valid in all the vacua. Relations valid in all the vacua are also often noted as operator relations 2 without brackets. On the other hand, in vacuum-dependent equations, we always specify explicitly in which vacuum |0 we are working, by using the symbol 0|O|0 .
On the relations in the chiral ring
Let us consider the U(N) theory with N = 1 supersymmetry and one adjoint chiral superfield X. The generalization to the theory with flavors is discussed in 3.4.
The chiral ring of the theory is generated by the operators [2] 
where W α is the N = 1 super field strength. It is well-known that for any N × N matrix X, the traces tr X k for k > N can be expressed in terms of the tr X k for 1 ≤ k ≤ N. These relations take the form
where the P cl, p are homogeneous polynomials of degree p + N in the u 1 , . . . , u N (u k being of degree k). Let us emphasize that these relations are simply identities, that follow from the finiteness of the rank of the gauge group. There are also similar relations relating the u α N +p and the v N +p for p ≥ 0 to the u α 0 , . . . , u α N −1 , u 1 , . . . , u N and v 0 , . . . , v N −1 , u 1 , . . . , u N respectively, but we don't need them for our analysis.
Non-perturbatively, the relations (2.2) may be modified. The new relations must be consistent with the U(1) A and U(1) R symmetries of the theory. These symmetries act on the operators, the parameters g k and the instanton factor Λ 2N as
(2.3)
2 By operator relations, we always mean operator relations in the chiral ring.
The U(1) R symmetry implies that the u k cannot mix with the other operators u α k or v k , and that the quantum version of the relations (2.2) cannot depend on the couplings g k . In other words, we can restrict ourselves (and this will turn out to be sufficient for our purposes) to the sector of the chiral ring with zero U(1) R charge. This sector is itself a ring A, generated by the u k . The relations in A can take the general form
where the P p are polynomials of U(1) A charge p + N that go to the classical polynomials P cl, p when Λ 2N goes to zero. 3 A fact we would like to emphasize is that the quantum corrections in (2.4) do not represent a "deformation," in any sensible mathematical sense, of the classical chiral ring. The classical chiral ring A cl (in the sector of zero R-charge we're interested in) is simply the polynomial algebra generated by the u k for 1 ≤ k ≤ N. The quantum version A of this ring must be commutative (since only bosonic variables are present) and generated freely by the same elements u 1 , . . . , u N . This implies that
(2.5)
A more abstract way to understand this is to note that because the quantum theory can be seen as a smooth deformation of the classical theory obtained by turning on the instanton factor Λ 2N , the possible deformations of A cl can be studied using the standard deformation theory based on Hochschild cohomology. It is an elementary result that there is no possible non-trivial deformation of a polynomial algebra that preserves commutativity (see for example [12] for an elementary exposition). The conclusion is that the zero R-charge sector of the chiral ring is not quantum corrected. 4 So what is the interpretation of the relations (2.4)? They actually represent the definitions of what we call the u N +p for p ≥ 1. These definitions are nondynamical, and a priori can be completely arbitrary (as long as they are consistent with symmetries and the classical limit). This freedom has actually been used in some instances in the literature (for example to match results obtained by different methods [13, 14] ). In particular, it is perfectly consistent to define the u k by the "classical" relations (2.2), even in the full quantum theory. However, depending on the context, a natural non-perturbative definition of what is called u N +p for p ≥ 1 may involve quantum-corrected relations of the form (2.4) .
For the purpose of our investigations, the natural variables are such that the anomaly equations, that were derived in perturbation theory in [2] , take the same form in the full quantum theory: for all n ≥ −1,
Note that this assumption does not mean that the equations do not get non-perturbative corrections, but rather that the non-perturbative corrections can be absorbed in a proper definition of the variables. We also expect that this definition of the variables is the same as the one that enters naturally in the context of instanton calculus [14] .
Lacking a detailed non-perturbative analysis of the anomaly equations, we shall allow the relations (2.4) to take the most general possible form a priori. This implies an interesting subtlety that has been overlooked in previous works. It is clear that the gauge theory resolvent (1.2) does depend explicitly on the particular definitions of the higher moments u N +p . In particular, there are many consistent definitions, with relations of the form (2.4), that violate the quantization conditions (1.5). A nice feature of our approach is that we don't need to assume (1.5), and both quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5) will be derived at the same time.
3 Relations and the quantization of the periods
Picking a suitable vacuum
An important point is that the precise form of the constraints (2.4) can be derived from a purely semi-classical analysis. This is possible because we can always find a vacuum that is both arbitrarily weakly coupled and suitable to fix the relations (2.4) unambiguously.
For example, the R-symmetry implies that the polynomials P p in (2.4) cannot depend on the couplings in the tree-level superpotential. We can thus choose the latter at our convenience. We pick a degree N + 1 superpotential such that
Classically, the gauge theory has several vacua, depending on the numbers N I ≥ 0 of eigenvalues of the adjoint field X that are taken to be equal to a I . These classical vacua are denoted by |N 1 , . . . , N N and correspond to a pattern of gauge symmetry breaking U(N) → U(N 1 ) × · · · × U(N N ). Let us focus on the Coulomb vacuum
in which the low energy gauge group is U(1) N . This vacuum can be made arbitrarily weakly coupled by going to the region |a I − a J | ≫ |Λ| in the space of parameters. Moreover, in this vacuum, the expectation values C|u 1 |C , . . . , C|u N |C are independent, unconstrained variables. 5 Equivalently, we can take the g N → 0 limit of the N = 2 theory, in which case the u 1 , . . . , u N are moduli. This means that if we can find polynomialsP p such that
for arbitrary values of the C|u k |C , then we know automatically that
The above reasoning is quite powerful: we are able to derive operator relations by studying the theory in a particular vacuum. This is a basic feature of our method. It is made possible by the fact that we know a priori that operator equations of the form (2.4) must exist.
Example
Let us use the above idea to compute the polynomials P p in the theory with no flavor. Equations (2.6) and (2.8) can be easily solved (using in particular u α k = 0 by Lorentz invariance) to yield a general formula for the gauge theory resolvent expectation value, valid in any vacuum [2] . For the degree N + 1 tree level superpotential (3.9), and introducing degree N − 1 polynomials Q N −1 and R N −1 (whose precise forms depend on the particular vacuum under consideration), we have
we know that Q N −1 (z) = Nz N −1 + · · · in all the vacua.
A useful property of the Coulomb vacuum for the theory with no flavor is that the U(1) A symmetry (2.3) implies that the C|u k |C cannot get quantum corrections for k ≤ 2N − 1. This is so because in the Coulomb vacuum the quantum corrections are entirely generated by instantons, and the instanton factor Λ 2N has U(1) A charge 2N. We thus obtain 15) which is equivalent to the following asymptotic condition, Since both Q N −1 and P ′ N are polynomials, we must have
Taking this result into account, (3.16) implies that
Inverting this relation, taking the square and expanding at large z then yields We have thus achieved our goal: all the polynomials P p in (2.4) can be expressed in terms of the constant r, by expanding C|R(z)|C at large z. For example, the first non-trivial correction is obtained for P N and reads
Clearly r must be proportional to Λ 2N and, at the expense of rescaling Λ, we can always choose r = 4Λ 2N , which is the standard convention. 6 
Encoding the form of the relations
In the theory with no flavor, we have been able to compute the polynomials P p by using a simple symmetry argument. This would not be the case for more general theories, for example when a large number of flavors are present. However, the only important point for us is that it is always possible to do this calculation in a purely semi-classical context (see also Section 4 for another possible way to derive the relations).
This being said, let us now show that these relations are equivalent to a simple algebraic equation satisfied by the quantum characteristic function F (z) = det(z − X) .
(3.23)
This algebraic relation follow from a simple procedure 7 to compute the polynomials u N +p = P p recursively. The characteristic function F admits a simple expansion in terms of the u k of the form
where the F k = u k /k + · · · are polynomials in the u q s of U(1) A charge k. The F k s can be computed explicitly by writing
and expanding at large z. At the classical level, F is a polynomial of degree N. We thus have F k = 0 for all k > N. Since F k is the sum of u k /k plus terms that depend only on the u q for q < k, this yields convenient recursion relations that determine all the polynomials P cl, p . Quantum mechanically, we can find F in the Coulomb vacuum from the formula In particular, C|F (z)|C is not a polynomial anymore, but it satisfies a simple quadratic equation 
31)
and plug these expansions into (3.30). Since the right hand side is a polynomial, all the terms with negative powers of z must cancel in the left hand side, yielding
with the convention thatF 0 = 1 andF k = 0 if k < 0. SinceF k = u k /k + · · · depends only on the u q for q ≤ k, (3.32) generates recursively all the relations (2.4). Now comes the main point of our argument. The equations (3.32) not only provide a simple way to fix unambiguously the relations (2.4), 8 they are actually equivalent to them. Since (2.4) is valid in all the vacua, it must be so for (3.32) . In other words, we have shown that the equations (3.32) are operator relations valid in all vacua,
because they simply correspond to a convenient rewriting of the operator relations (2.4). Moreover, since the couplings g k cannot appear in (2.4), we know that (3.33) must be true for any tree-level superpotentiel tr W tree (X), not necessarily of the form (3.9).
Using the operator relations (3.33), we deduce that F (z) + Λ 2N / F (z) has no negative powers of z in its large N expansion, not only in the Coulomb vacuum but also in all the other vacua of the N = 1 theory. Equivalently, this implies that
is a polynomial in all vacua. The precise form of P (z) = z N + · · · depends on the particular vacuum because the operator relations (3.32) do not constrain the positive powers in z in the left hand side of (3.34).
The fundamental point in our argument is that the algebraic equation (3.34) is not dynamical, but rather acts as a generating equation for the relations (2.4). It is very important that the algebraic equation satisfied by F contains only this purely "kinematical" information. Again, this is why we can derive that the equation must be valid in all the vacua of the gauge theory.
The quantization conditions
We now have all the necessary ingredients to show that the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5) must always be valid. First of all, from (3.27) and (3.34) we find 
These are the factorization equations (3.37) at the basis of the strong coupling approach to N = 1 gauge theories! In particular, the curve
is the Seiberg-Witten curve of the N = 2 theory obtained in the W tree → 0 limit.
The fact that F and R are defined on the same Riemann surface is also all we need to derive the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5) . Indeed, in general, integrating (3.27) taking into account (3.28) yields
where µ 0 is a point on the first sheet (the sheet for which (3.28) is valid) of the Riemann surface. This formula shows that F (z) is generically a multivalued function on the curve C on which R(z) is well-defined, because one must specify the contour from the point at infinity µ 0 to z to do the integral in (3.39 ). The integral representation also shows that F (z) will be single valued if and only if the quantization conditions
are satisfied. We have thus completed the proof of (1.4) and (1.5).
Generalization to the case with flavors
Let us now add N f = 2N flavors of fundamental and antifundamental quarks and antiquarks Q q andQ q . The other cases N f < 2N can be obtained by integrating out some of the flavors. The tree-level superpotential has the form
The most general classical vacuum |N I ; ν q is specified by the numbers of eigenvalues of the matrix X, N I ≥ 0 and ν Q = 0 or 1, that are equal to the I th extremum of W tree and m q respectively [9] . In particular,
The pattern of gauge symmetry breaking in a vacuum |N I ; ν q is U(N) → I U(N I ).
The anomaly equations [16] and associated matrix model [17] for this theory are well-known, and we shall not repeat the details here (a very detailed discussion is included in [4] ). The chiral ring relations are still of the general form (2.4), but the instanton factor is now h = e 2iπτ (3.43) and the polynomials P p can depend symmetrically on the masses m q (but cannot depend on the couplings in W tree ).
We can compute the P p semi-classically by choosing W tree of the form (3.9) and going to the Coulomb vacuum |C = |N I = 1; ν q = 0 . Symmetries are no longer enough when N f = 2N to fix completely the solution to the anomaly equations in this vacuum, but we can rely on explicit instanton calculations [18] . Introducing the polynomial
44)
it can be shown that the characteristic function (3.23) satisfies
for some degree N polynomial P |C . The conditions obtained by expanding at large z and writing that the negative powers in z in the left hand side of (3.45) must vanish determine recursively the polynomials P p . Conversely, the operator relations (2.4) then implies that
in all the vacua, for a certain vacuum-dependent polynomial P . This in turn yields the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5) (or the appropriate factorization of the associated Seiberg-Witten curves) in full generality.
Conclusion and open problems
In this paper, we have obtained an extremely simple interpretation of the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5). These conditions simply encode the precise form of vacuum-independent operator relations between the chiral observables u k = tr X k .
Since the relations are completely fixed by studying a weakly coupled Coulomb vacuum, the validity of (1.4) and (1.5) in all the vacua of the N = 1 theory, including the strongly coupled confining vacua, can be derived from a purely semi-classical analysis. It is particularly startling that such a conceptually simple understanding can be achieved. It yields in particular a straightforward justification from first principles of the well-known strong coupling approach.
A natural question is whether the same ideas can be used to derive the quantization conditions in the Coulomb vacuum as well, in the most general cases, and independently of the semi-classical approximation. This seems plausible, because it is absolutely not obvious a priori that the solutions to the anomaly equations can be consistent with the existence of vacuum-independent relations between the variables. This consistency requirement does not arise in the similar-looking loop equations of the planar matrix model, because in this case all the variables are independent. In the gauge theory, it is natural to conjecture that consistency can be achieved if and only if the conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied in the Coulomb vacuum (and thus in all the other vacua by the arguments above).
An outstanding open problem is to provide a non-perturbative proof of the generalized Konishi anomalies. The existing derivations are made in perturbation theory, with a fixed classical background gauge field [2] . Contrary to a statement often made in the literature, the equations do get non-perturbative corrections, but it is believed that these corrections can be made implicit by suitably defining the variables, as explained in Section 2. Since the equations must be valid in all the vacua, it is enough to make a proof in the context of instanton calculus, and this is presently under investigation.
In [11] , it was also shown, from another point of view, that the quantization conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are not dynamical but rather follow from general consistency conditions. In this respect, [11] and the present work share the same philosophy. The argument of [11] was based on the analysis of the gauge invariance of the operator F (z) = det(z−X) for all values of z. Gauge invariance turns out to be consistent with the analytic continuation in z if and only if the conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are satisfied. However, gauge invariance of det(z − X) can be achieved only for some particular definitions of the variables u N +p , and thus is not trivial a priori (this is similar to the fact that the quantization conditions (1.5) are not trivial a priori). Again, an explicit non-perturbative definition of det(z −X) can certainly be given in the context of the instanton calculus. As suggested in [11] , the standard representation of the determinant in terms of a fermionic integral is then likely to make gauge invariance manifest. Combined with the non-perturbative analysis of the anomaly equations, the arguments of [11] would then provide a new and elegant way to sum up instanton series explicitly, independently of the localization methods used in [18] .
